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CPC Comments

• Make an effort to increase the amount of ‘green area’
• Accommodate development needs of the Many Nations Longhouse
• Accommodate unobstructed view to east from MNLH
• Consider options for future adjacent development
• Review locations for garbage/recycling within East Campus Axis
• Identify bike circulation routes
• Accommodate MNCH service access and parking
• Define parking locations
• Differentiate service and general parking
AREA OF STUDY:
565,732 GSF

DESIGNATED OPEN SPACE REQUIREMENT @ 25% OF SITE: 141,443 GSF

PROPOSED DESIGNATED OPEN SPACE: 154,984 GSF
27.3% OF SITE
PROPOSED ECRH LIMIT OF WORK

Designated Open Space
32,262 SF
16.7% of ECRH GSF
MUSEUM OF NATURAL AND CULTURAL HISTORY

AREA OF TEMPORARY DEVELOPMENT

EXISTING PARKING

EXISTING CONDITIONS-ACCESS THROUGH PARKING

EXISTING LOADING AREA
MUSEUM OF NATURAL AND CULTURAL HISTORY

PROPOSED ACCESS THROUGH FIRE LANE/SERVICE DRIVE

AREA OF TEMPORARY DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE PARKING

PROPOSED - LOADING ZONE TO REMAIN ACCESS THROUGH FIRE LANE/SERVICE DRIVE

MUSEUM OF NATURAL AND CULTURAL HISTORY
ZGF

EAST CAMPUS RESIDENCE HALL
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VIEW FROM SOUTHWEST
EAST CAMPUS RESIDENCE HALL
VIEW FROM SOUTHEAST
EAST CAMPUS RESIDENCE HALL
NORTH ELEVATION-MAIN ENTRANCE
EAST CAMPUS RESIDENCE HALL
EAST CAMPUS OPEN SPACE FRAMEWORK
AND
EAST CAMPUS RESIDENCE HALL
FEbruary 4, 2010